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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS, United Kingdom, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Between 1540 and 1920 the English elite
transformed the countryside and landscape by building up landed estates which were concentrated
around their country houses. John Broad s study of the Verney family of Middle Claydon in
Buckinghamshire demonstrates two sides of that process. Charting the family s rise to wealth
impelled by a strong dynastic imperative, Broad shows how the Verneys sought out heiress
marriages to expand wealth and income. In parallel, he shows how the family managed its estates
to maximize income and transformed three local village communities, creating a pattern of open
and closed villages familiar to nineteenth-century commentators. Based on the formidable Verney
family archive with its abundant correspondence, this book also examines the world of poor relief,
farming families as well as strategies for estate expansion and social enhancement. It will appeal to
anyone interested in the English countryside as a dynamic force in social and economic history.
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Reviews
This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very entertaining to read through. It normally is not going to expense too
much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- O tilia Schinner
The very best publication i possibly read. it was writtern very perfectly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Wilhelm Pr edovic
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